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1) Formation of magnetic structure1) Formation of magnetic structure

2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes

3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo

The plan



ObservationObservation TheoryTheory

Experiment: SimulationExperiment: Simulation

Branches of solar physics/astrophysicsBranches of solar physics/astrophysics    



1) Formation of magnetic structure1) Formation of magnetic structure

2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes

3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo

The plan



Magnetic fields on the SunMagnetic fields on the Sun

Sunspots 2001Sunspots 2001 A big sunspotA big sunspot

~50,000 km~50,000 km



Magnetic flux emergenceMagnetic flux emergence

Emergence of a large sunspot groupEmergence of a large sunspot group



Magnetic flux emergenceMagnetic flux emergence
A flux emergence regionA flux emergence region

Motion of flux fragmentsMotion of flux fragments
of different polaritiyof different polaritiy



Granulation, sunspots,Granulation, sunspots,
 & small-scale magnetic field & small-scale magnetic field



The magnetic network

 → congruent with the
downflow regions of the
supergranulation flow
pattern



Good electrical conductors : “frozen field”Good electrical conductors : “frozen field”

Initially field-free volumesInitially field-free volumes
remain field-freeremain field-free

Magnetic flux through a givenMagnetic flux through a given
volume remains constantvolume remains constant



Non-uniform distribution of magnetic fluxNon-uniform distribution of magnetic flux
in the solar photospherein the solar photosphere

E.N. Parker (1963):E.N. Parker (1963):
 “…  “… persistent motionspersistent motions
tend to draw the fieldtend to draw the field
into concentratedinto concentrated
sheets and filamentssheets and filaments.”.”

    Flux expulsion and intermittency  Flux expulsion and intermittency

Field linesField lines

Stream linesStream lines



Simulation of fluxSimulation of flux  expulsionexpulsion
(N.O.(N.O.  Weiss,Weiss,  19661966))

••    the magnetic flux is expelledthe magnetic flux is expelled
    from the area of closed streamlines    from the area of closed streamlines
    and concentrated in narrow sheets    and concentrated in narrow sheets

 b: final state for Re b: final state for Remm = 40 = 40

 a: streamlines of the fixed velocity field a: streamlines of the fixed velocity field

 c-j: time evolution for Re c-j: time evolution for Remm = 1000 = 1000

••  evolution of an initially vertical  evolution of an initially vertical
    magnetic field under the    magnetic field under the
    influence of a fixed flow field    influence of a fixed flow field

••    kinematic, 2Dkinematic, 2D



N.O. Weiss (1964): N.O. Weiss (1964): first simulationsfirst simulations
    Flux expulsion and intermittency  Flux expulsion and intermittency

(Hupfer, 2001)(Hupfer, 2001)



N.O. Weiss (1964): N.O. Weiss (1964): first simulationsfirst simulations
    Flux expulsion and intermittency  Flux expulsion and intermittency

(Hupfer, 2001)(Hupfer, 2001)



                          3D Flux3D Flux  expulsionexpulsion
(Galloway, Proctor & Weiss, 1977)(Galloway, Proctor & Weiss, 1977)

••  axisymmetric thermal convection,  axisymmetric thermal convection,
    Boussinesq approx. ,     Boussinesq approx. , dynamicdynamic

••  flux concentration in cool downflow  flux concentration in cool downflow
    regions (flux tubes)    regions (flux tubes)

  streamlines  streamlines

  isotherms  isotherms

 fieldlines fieldlines

••  final field strength dependent on  final field strength dependent on
    ratio of viscosity to magn. diffusivity    ratio of viscosity to magn. diffusivity











            Convective intensificationConvective intensification
•• Flux advection by horizontal flow Flux advection by horizontal flow
  (flux expulsion)  (flux expulsion)

•• Suppression of convection, Suppression of convection,
  cooling and downflow  cooling and downflow

•• Evacuation, field intensification Evacuation, field intensification

  



  ConvectiveConvective
  intensificationintensification

((GrossmannGrossmann--DoerthDoerth,,   Sch., Sch.,  & Steiner,& Steiner, 1998) 1998)

••  2D, compressible  2D, compressible
••  radiation, ionization  radiation, ionization
••  Stokes diagnostics  Stokes diagnostics

••  2400 x 1400 km  2400 x 1400 km22

••  240 x 140  points  240 x 140  points
   (10 km   (10 km hor hor.. resol resol.).)

•• <B> =  <B> = 100, 200, 400100, 200, 400 G G

••  collapse + rebound  collapse + rebound

  

t = 50 st = 50 st = 150 s               t = 150 s               t = 250 st = 250 st = 100 st = 100 s



3D Radiation MHD simulations3D Radiation MHD simulations

startstart  convection without magnetic fieldconvection without magnetic field

initially verticalinitially vertical  magnetic magnetic fieldfield  of of BB00= 200 G introduced after= 200 G introduced after
convection hasconvection has  become quasi-stationary:  become quasi-stationary:  

A. Vögler et al. (2002)A. Vögler et al. (2002)

BB00

Grid Resolution:Grid Resolution:

 288 x 288 x 100 288 x 288 x 100
6 Mm6 Mm

6 Mm6 Mm
1.4 Mm1.4 Mm

600 km600 km

800 km800 km
ττ=1=1



BBzz

regions ofregions of
strong-fieldstrong-field
coloredcolored

IICC

vvzz

6000 km6000 km

blue: upblue: up
red:  downred:  down

bright: upbright: up
dark: downdark: down

1τ = Plage run
BB00 = 200 G = 200 G
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horizontalhorizontal  cuts cuts   near surface levelnear surface level
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horizontalhorizontal  cuts cuts   near surface levelnear surface level



            Simulation vs. observationSimulation vs. observation

Simulation (20 km resolution) 
(Vögler et al.)

Observation (~250 km resolution)
German Vacuum Tower Telescope, Tenerife 

(Dominguez Cerdena et al., 2003)
Vertical magnetic field component



            Simulation vs. observationSimulation vs. observation

Simulation (20 km resolution) 
(Vögler, Shelyag et al.)

Observation (~100 km resolution)
(new Swedish 1m telescope, La Palma, 

Scharmer et al. 2002) 
“G band”: molecular lines of CH
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An unstable magnetic layer forming arched flux tubesAn unstable magnetic layer forming arched flux tubes

 Fan 2001



1) Formation of magnetic structure1) Formation of magnetic structure

2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes

3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo

The plan



All scales along field  >> tube diameterAll scales along field  >> tube diameter

Expansion perpend. to tube axisExpansion perpend. to tube axis

Truncate: neglect 2nd higher ordersTruncate: neglect 2nd higher orders

 Quasi-1D approximation: Quasi-1D approximation:
     String of mass elements     String of mass elements
     moving in a 3D environment     moving in a 3D environment

     Thin flux tube approximation     Thin flux tube approximation















Thin flux tube equations with rotation











MagneticMagnetic  buoyancy of a flux tubebuoyancy of a flux tube

Pressure equilibrium
    Pa = Pi + B2/8π

Pa ,ρa external pressure,  density

Pi ,ρi internal pressure,  density

B ≠ 0  ⇒ Pi < Pa

             ⇒ ρi < ρa

             ⇒ buoyancy

    Pi  ρi

  Pa  ρa

B

Parker instability



Magnetic buoyancy of a flux tubeMagnetic buoyancy of a flux tube

    Pi  ρi

  Pa  ρa

B



Magnetic buoyancy of a flux tubeMagnetic buoyancy of a flux tube

  Pa  ρa

     Pi  ρiB



Magnetic buoyancy of a flux tubeMagnetic buoyancy of a flux tube

  Pa  ρa

      r

     Pi  ρiB



Convective instability Convective instability 
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1) Formation of magnetic structure1) Formation of magnetic structure

2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes2) Physics of magnetic flux tubes

3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo3) Magnetic structure and the dynamo

The plan



Where do the surface fields come from?Where do the surface fields come from?



Differential rotation generates azimuthal (toroidal) magnetic fieldDifferential rotation generates azimuthal (toroidal) magnetic field



Internal rotation of the SunInternal rotation of the Sun
as determined by helioseismologyas determined by helioseismology

Convection zone rotatesConvection zone rotates
similar to surfacesimilar to surface

Core rotates nearly rigidlyCore rotates nearly rigidly

Steep transition at theSteep transition at the
bottom of the convectionbottom of the convection
zone; width ~2% Rzone; width ~2% Rsunsun

Region of strongest shearRegion of strongest shear
 Dynamo! Dynamo!



Internal rotation of the SunInternal rotation of the Sun
as determined by helioseismologyas determined by helioseismology



Plumes: coherent structures in high-Ra convectionPlumes: coherent structures in high-Ra convection

Kerr 1996Kerr 1996

Nordlund & Stein 1998Nordlund & Stein 1998



Hierarchical downflow structure in solar convectionHierarchical downflow structure in solar convection

Spruit et. al. 1990Spruit et. al. 1990



Downward “pumping” of magnetic flux by convectionDownward “pumping” of magnetic flux by convection
 (Brummell  2001)

Yellow - white:
strong field

green - blue:
 weak field



Downward “pumping” of magnetic flux by convectionDownward “pumping” of magnetic flux by convection
 (Tobias  et al. 2001)

convectively 
unstable

stable layer 

Strands of toroidal field
generated by downward pumping
and differential rotation

 (Dorch & Nordlund 2001)



Pole

Buoyancy force

Coriolis f.Curvature f.

Equator





How does the magnetic fieldHow does the magnetic field
come to the surface?come to the surface?



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 1

•Convection zoneΩ



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 2

•Overshoot layer
Ω



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 3

•Magnetic flux tube

Ω



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 4

•Parker instability

Ω



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 5

•Magnetic buoyancy

Ω



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 6

Ω

•Magnetic buoyancy



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 7

• Tube expansion and
decreasing field strength

Ω



•Eruption at the
solar surface

Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 8

Ω



Origin of sunspotsOrigin of sunspots
 9

Ω

•Formation of a bipolar
sunspot pair/group



Undulatory instability in spherical geometryUndulatory instability in spherical geometry  



Undulatory instability in spherical geometryUndulatory instability in spherical geometry  



Emergence of thin flux tubesEmergence of thin flux tubes

Toroidal flux tube stored in theToroidal flux tube stored in the
subadiabatic overshoot layersubadiabatic overshoot layer

Undular (Parker) instabilityUndular (Parker) instability

Rise of one or two flux loopsRise of one or two flux loops
through the convection zonethrough the convection zone

Caligari et al. (1995)

Simulations reproduce many observedSimulations reproduce many observed
features of active regionsfeatures of active regions
(coherent rise, emergence latitude,(coherent rise, emergence latitude,
instability, tilt angle, proper motions,instability, tilt angle, proper motions,……))

provided that the 
initial field is  ~105 G





Tilt angle of sunspot groups Tilt angle of sunspot groups 



Origin of the tilt angle andOrigin of the tilt angle and
numerical simulation resultsnumerical simulation results

Expanding motion

Coriolis force

Tilt angle as f(latitude)
initial field strength: n Tesla



The effect of rotationThe effect of rotation

Buoyantly expanding flux ring

)0,(2 ,Coriolis Ruu −Ω= φρF

 restoring force
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 inertial oscillations perpendicular
     to the axis of rotation

 amplitude depends on the
     strength of the buoyancy force



The effect of rotationThe effect of rotation

Forces on a rising magnetic flux tube:
cut through a meridional plane

 component of buoyancy force
     parallel to rotation axis unbalanced

 Sun: buoyancy dominates for B>105 G 

 loop deflected to higher latitudes
     if rise time > 1/Ω 
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B = 1 TeslaB = 1 Tesla

B = 10 TeslaB = 10 Tesla



Doppler imaging: “starspot” maps

Rapidly rotating stars show spots
at high latitudes, often polar spots 



Emerging flux tube in a rapidly rotating subgiant



Latitude distributions of emerging flux tubes

Simulation results for various stellar models & rotation rates

Young (pre-main-sequence) stars

Main-sequence stars



2D: Fragmention… avoided by twist2D: Fragmention… avoided by twist

Dynamical fragmentation / vortex dynamicsDynamical fragmentation / vortex dynamics
Sch. (1979)

Dorch & Nordlund  (1998)



2D: Fragmention avoided by twist2D: Fragmention avoided by twist
A sufficiently twisted field maintains the coherence of the tubeA sufficiently twisted field maintains the coherence of the tube

Emonet & Moreno-Insertis  (1998)

Increasing twist

Equipartion
line

Field 
strength



Fan et al. (1998)

“Sigmoid” shape after emergence

X-ray picture (from Yohkoh satellite)

3D: kink instability3D: kink instability



Fan et al. (1998) Fan et al. (2001)

3D: kink3D: kink
instabilityinstability



3D: rotation stabilizes, even without twist3D: rotation stabilizes, even without twist

Abett et al. (2001)

With rotation Non-rotating

Characteristic asymmetry
due to the Coriolis force



  Dynamics of rising flux tubes:Dynamics of rising flux tubes:
 agreement with the properties of sunspots requires: agreement with the properties of sunspots requires:

   criterion for Parker instability satisfied ( B > B criterion for Parker instability satisfied ( B > Bcritcrit))
   flux tubes remains coherent while rising through c.z. flux tubes remains coherent while rising through c.z.
   low-latitude eruption low-latitude eruption
   correct tilt angle of sunspot groups correct tilt angle of sunspot groups
    ……

 Only satisfied if the field strength is ~10 T (10 Only satisfied if the field strength is ~10 T (105 5 G)G)
 in the dynamo region at the bottom of the conv. zone in the dynamo region at the bottom of the conv. zone

A case for strong fieldsA case for strong fields



How can a field of 10 Tesla (10How can a field of 10 Tesla (1055 G) G)  be generated ?be generated ?

Convective motions are too weak:Convective motions are too weak:

The energy of the differential rotation in the shear layerThe energy of the differential rotation in the shear layer
is too small by a factor 10is too small by a factor 10

With both effects only about 1 Tesla can be reachedWith both effects only about 1 Tesla can be reached

What remains: potential energy of the stratification!What remains: potential energy of the stratification!



Origin of the 10Origin of the 1055 G (10 Tesla) field G (10 Tesla) field
Stretching by differential rotation:

yr3
km/s0.1
km10 
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Dynamical considerations:

Flux tubes: drag force vs. magnetic tension force
                  tube radius < 100 km

Energetics:

1024 Mx magnetic flux at 105 G field strength   :  Emag ~ 1039 erg 

100 m/s diff. Rotation over 104 km shear layer:  Ekin  ~ 1038 erg 

 strong cyclic variation of shear layer, unless rapidly replenished



“Explosion” of magnetic flux tubes:

• rise in superadiabatic
  convection zone

• isentropic flux tube

• hydrostatics along field lines

• violation of pressure
  equilibrium 

• sudden decrease of field
  strength near summit 

ei ppB
=+

π8

2



“Explosion” of a thin flux tube



“Explosion” of a thin flux tube



“Explosion” of a thin flux tube



“Explosion” of magnetic flux tubes:

• sudden decrease
  of field strength
  near tube summit



Explosion height as f(initial field strength)

solar surface

bottom of convection zone

field strength 

solid line: analytical prediction
asterisks: numerical simulation



Explosions also occur in 3D simulationsExplosions also occur in 3D simulations

Resolution: 120×240×120
(Rempel, 2001)



Relevance of  Relevance of  the explosion process:the explosion process:
Field amplification by conversion of potential energyField amplification by conversion of potential energy

  source of weak field within convection zone

  field amplification at base of convection zone:

- exploded part no longer
  dynamically relevant

- outflow of  buoyant 
  high-entropy plasma 

- decrease of gas pressure in the
  non-exploded part of flux tube

   magnetic field intensification 

numerical simulations required



Numerical modelNumerical model  
• 2D magnetic sheet

• β ≈ 100 - 1000

• adiabatic background 
  stratification

basic characteristics:

• entropy difference

• stable storage of 
  magnetic sheet

numerics (VAC-Code):

• Riemann-solver
• resolution up to 5122

• hydrostatic correction



magnetic field strength and velocity

entropy
512 × 512

(Rempel & Sch., 2001)



• amplification:  τA < t < 2 τA 

• formation of “stumps”:  t < τA 

• saturation:  2 τA < t 

• asymptotic field strength
  determined by entropy difference

Time evolution of magnetic field Time evolution of magnetic field strengthstrength

τA=L / vA : horizontal Alfvén travel time

     Scaling to solar parameters:
 amplification to 105 G (10 T) 

     possible within ~ 6 months



Temperature and flows below a sunspotTemperature and flows below a sunspot



Temperature and flows below a sunspotTemperature and flows below a sunspot



The end...The end...
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